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Model Number: 78.287

Mosmatic 78.287 Tile and Grout Spinner 12 Inch Wall FL-AER 300 With Vacuum Air Recovery Pick

up 5000 psi M-70016

Manufacturer: Mosmatic Pressure Washing Equip

 
The video above is thanks to www.clearmasters.co.uk   
Mosmatic 78.287 is the same 12 vacuum recovery tool as the 78.292 but the gun
attaches direct to the top of the dome.
*FL-ABB 300
Turbo Cleaner 12"
*Recovery - specially designed cleaning feature will allow you to recover the water an
dirt from your cleaning area.
*Thick Bristled Brush
*Mosmatic # 78.287
*Max PSI 5000
*Max Temp 250 F
*DYW Swivel 55.020

    Inlet: 3/8&Prime; FNPT
    Maximum Pressure: 5000 PSI
    Maximum Temperature: 250&deg; F
    Stainless Steel deck
    (2) 15&deg;, 03 Orifice Nozzles Included
    Includes Recovery Port Cap for Non Recovery Operation

FL-AER Surface Cleaner &ldquo;Economy&ldquo; with Air Recovery System
To adjust the height of the dome add or remove washers between the casters and the
support brackets.
This multi function, multi task surface cleaner line is used to clean brick walls,
RV&rsquo;s, boats, stadium stairs, kennels, sidewalks, carwash walls, windows, tile
and grout cleaning, and other hard to clean surfaces. Can be used to pressure wash
and vacuum pick up at the same time.  
Recommended Accessories to use with your Mosmatice 78.292 are AH95 to attach
hose to gun
and NA0819 to attach vacuum hose to lance.

To adjust the height of the dome add or remove washers between the casters and the
support brackets.

Operates at lower pressures from 1000 psi to 4000 psi at flow rates between 2 gpm
and 6 gpm 

 No overspray or flying debris guarantees a safe, clean work area. Features include:
Stainless steel 300 mm / 12" deck construction, water recovery system, the newly
developed toggle swivel, a quick connect lance, and HP-gun. The economy line is
ready to use, with no tools required for assembly.  
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 AH30 2" vacuum hose needed or use AH38C 1-1/2" vacuum hose with the expanded
hose cuff AH46

    
        
            
            Mosmatic FL-ABB 300
            Mosmatic Part No. 78.287
            OEM Association M-70016
            
            
             
            300 mm/ 12" Stainless Steel Housing
            275 bar /4000 psi Maximum Pressure
            120&deg;C /250 degree Maximum Temperature
            5.6 kg / 12.4 lbs Weight
            2 jet x 10" Rotory Arm
            2 x 1503 Nozzles for Rotor Arm
            Only 10 lbs use weight
            Casters and Caster brackets
             
            Included:
            - Relax Action HP-Gun
            - Nozzles
            - Lance
            - INOX-Castors w/ Brackets
            - Vacuum pickup
            KDYF Swivel
            
        
    

Did you know that this tool will ship by the US Post Office world wide for about $150
(even less inside the USA)?  This is about 1/4 as much as FedEx charges for similar
tools.  This is because of the smaller, more compact shipping box.  Many floor spinner
wands have to ship in very large boxes that are not shippable by the US Post Office. 
Did you know that Mosmatic makes the spinners/ swivels for all the other tile and
spinner tools?  Yep, this is true.  Mosmatic is the world leader in spinner technology.  

Please note the Mosmatic tools do not come with any quick disconnects (QD) to hook
the spray gun to the pressure washer or tile cleaning machine machine.  The gun is
threaded with 3/8" Female International Pipe (FIP) connection.  Please add the
correct pressure washing QD and/or carpet cleaning QD do your order.
 

 

The tool is designed out of the box to use a standard shop vac (single 2 stage
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vacuum) and if you are going to use with a truckmounted carpet cleaning machine,
you might want to consider matching the vacuum of your machine to the tool for best
use.  This is a one time adjustment.  It is only 3 bolts to remove and add the washers
to raise the dome.  Depending on the grout lines you might not need to adjust
anything on the tool.  This is a very well crafted tool and I do stand by them.  I feel
that it offers the largest variety of surfaces to clean.  Mount the assist handle right on
the dome and remove the lance and now the same tool will clean walls.  You can use
on cement outside and on tile inside.  On the video on the webpage shows the
customer having some difficulty on moving the wand, but I asked him if he ever
bothered to make the vacuum adjustment for his machine and he told me "no."  The
Mosmatic 78.292 tool does provide a more downward spray than other tools.  This
causes more energy to impact the floor and not so much for spinning the spray bar.   
Unlike other tools this tool offers a wider range of cleaning pressures.  You can use all
the way up to 5000 psi.
 
Please note, you can add or adjust the height to the cleaning dome by adding or
removing washers between the casters and the dome arms.

Shipping charges to be added if picked up @ SteamBrite SA TX  (factory does not
have a free shipping offer)
  

Print a Brochure
  
High Pressure Movie

Watch our high pressure movie. You will see some of our products in use.
 

underside photo below

 
Options:

    
        
            Karcher Pressure Washing 
             8.707-152.0 
              
             Karcher, Hotsy, Shark, Legacy Pressure Washing Male 3/8" Plug X 3/8" Mip
Stainless Steel 
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            Foster 
             FK2B 
              
             Foster: Bretco 1/4in Male Brass Quick Disconnect QD Nipple 
        
    

    
        
            Clean Storm 
             BR132 
              
             Nipple Brass 1/4" Male Pipe X 3/8" Mip Pipe 
        
    

Question and answers section is posted at
http://www.steam-brite.com/forum/search.php?searchid=36344
 

http://www.watercannon.com/p-3120-surface-cleaner-mosmatic-fl-aer-300-8-inches-3
500psi-stainless-steel-value-grade-air-recovery-system.aspx
$815.00

http://www.pressure-washer-parts.com/shopdisplayproducts.asp?Search=Yes
$782.35

http://www.pressurewashersdirect.com/Mosmatic-78.292/p6269.html  $732.85

-->   
 
The above video is from Griffs Services in Elkridge, Maryland.  If you live in MD and
want your tile or exterior cleaning please contact them at HERE

https://www.rockpowerpumptool.com/product/mosmatic-12-graffiti-remover-surface-cl
eaner-with-brush-ring/ --> 20160503djc
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 02 May, 2016
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